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Semester Clo~~;----'BROOKLYN POLY Varsity Debaters
•
,
TRIUMPHS 26-18 .
.Wtth Boar s Head OVER BARD FIVE On Southern Tour
~.--------------------------

G. O'HARA WILL
ENTERTAIN WITH
OWN NOVEL SONGS
Traditional Ceremonial Dinner Has Medieval
Glamor

Staff Announcement

The following tentative list for
membership to the Contributing Board of THE BARDIAN
has been drawn up by the Editorial Staff of the paper. Frank
K. Bjornsgaard, Wesley P. Dochtermann, John F. Goldsmith,
Hugh F. Peters, Lauren R. Reynolds, Jr., William F. Reuger,
Gerald D. Robson.
William H. Jordy and Walter
H. Waggonner have been promoted from the Contributing
Board to Reporters.
Promotions will go into effect
in February, 1937.
Continued membership on the
Contributing Board depends entirely upon work done by the individual.
When the student serves on
the Board for one semester to
the satisfaction of the Editorial
Staff, he will be promoted to a
reportership. Further advancement will be upon (ondition of
journalistic ability or promise
shown by the student.
JACOB T. CREMER,
Editor.

I

MINIMUM WAGES,
MAXIMUM HOURS
TO BE DISCUSSED

Filsinger, S cot t, Pickard
Star In Exciting Game
By FRAN K BJORN SGAARD
Bard lost its third basketball
game of the season last night to
Brooklyn Polytechnic on the loser's'
home court, 26-18. The Brooklyn
aggregation averaging six feet two
inches in height was much taller
than Bard but found the Red and
White zone defense puzzling and
were not able to get through to
s core. The home team scored first
going ahead 2-0 on converted foul
shots by Pickard but Poly retaliated
with six points. all goals being long
, ones. Another foul shot this time
by Burnett plus a field goal by Filsinger almost knotted the score
I again but Brooklyn drew away once
I more with a flurry of eight points.
I Broken only by two by Scott for
. Bard, the Red and White rallied
quickly before the end of the half
with Filsinger scoring four points
and Scott two .
After the resumption of play in
the second half the Brooklynites led
. by the first Waller and Zillanti rolled up ten more points while holding
Bard to two, both foul shots, one
scored by Burnett and the other by
Pickard. The college monopoly on
scoring was broken oy Pickard who
scored three points, a foul and a

Team to Study Educational
· Programs Of Colleges;
Plan For Home Meets
I

With the last fan-fare rf celebraA debating trip through the easttion in the fall semester, tradition· ern coastal states to Florida will be
al seeps into the inherent sophistiundertaken by the varsity team of
cation of Bard College undergraduthe College Forum during the winate with the annual Boar's Head
ter field period.
Dinner.
Members of the team are Mr.
. In a dining-room decorated with
· Louis W. Koenig, president of the
garlands of evergreens depicting
Forum; Mr. Dalton H . McBee, vicethe spirit of Christmas, the Bar- ,
president; and William H. Jordy;
dians will partake of the last offiwho was elected to the first-string
cial dinner of the semester and
debating section this fall.
Imbibe the spirit of festive cereLOUIS W. KONIG
Starting from Washington. D . C.,
mony of the Middle Ages. The
· with a debate with Howard UniverBoar's Head procession is an outsity on January eleventh, the team
growth of the ancient tradition at
will travel southward meeting the
Oxford University. Although now a
University of Alabama, the Univer.primarily decorative procession and
sity of Florida, Rollins College, the
ritual, it is believed that the boar's
University of Georgia, Rutgers Unihead was a medieval symbol of
versity and other institutlOns on the
plenty combined with a hunting
way. The team will return to New.
celebration. At Bard college, the
York City by February fourth.
pro c e s s ion will consist of the
Functions And Results Of
Wage, Hours Question
bringing in of the boar's head by
The main topic for debate will be
(Continued on Page Five)
Fraternities Discussed
four collegians accompanied by prothe national question; "resolved,
·- - - 0 - - per' candle-bearers and the singing
, that Congress shall be empowered
At Syracuse
of the Boar's Head carol by the
to fix minimum wages ana maxicantor, all of whom will be dressed Succeeds Music Instructor
mum hours for industry." A second
in medieval costumes.
Syracuse, N. Y.-(ACP)--The be- subject, "resolved, that all electric
On Leave For Further
The committees responsible for
havior of the individual fraternity utilities should be owned and conthe various parts of the evening are
men and not the purposes of the trolled by the government" will also
Study
Mr. Edward Fuller, General Chairfraternity was challenged in the be discussed. The Bard team will
man, Mr. Bassage and the Drama
final sessions of the Interfraternity be prepared to debate both sides of
I class in charge of tne procession, I Mr: Henry Hallstrom .h~~ been .
•
Mr. Harvey Fite and E . Stewart appomte~ as temporary VISItIng !n- . Will Hold Conference On Conference held at Syracuse Uni- the two questions and under differversity.
ent circumstances.
Williams Mrs. Obreshkove chair- structor m MUSIC for the Sprmg
•
"Unless ....e live up to fraternity
. Use Forum Style
man of 'the Ladies Club 'making Se~ester. He .succeeds Mr. Ernesi
Co-operatIve Movement
criteria, our days are numbered,": The regular style of debate to be
wreaths, and Mr. Ernest White, WhIte who wII~ be on ~ leave 0
choir and miscellaneous music.
absence studymg musIcology at
The Colgate University debating said John D . Scott, secretary of fol~owe.d is that used by the Oxford
Following the dinner, the college Lenox, Mass.
team will come to the Bard campus Delta Upsilon, during a round table l!mon m ~ngland. Thre.e presentawill be entertained by Mr. Geoffrey
Mr. . Hallstro~ came from San today for a round table discussion conference. "It isn't the fraternity tH:ms of eight or ten mmutes each
Francls~o or!gmally, 8;nd a.ttended on the cO-Qperative store movement, aims and purposes that are chal-I wlll st~rt the deba~e. After the pre(Continued on Page Two)
the Umverslty of Cal~forma. He an event being sponsored by the lenged but the behavior of the in- sent8;tl~ns there Will be a short m----jo)---ter~lsslO.n fol1~wed by an ~pen discame to New York CIty later to Bard Forum for this college. Col- dividual fraternity men."
.
cusslOn m which the audIence as
study music. ~uring this time, he gate has been debating this quesDr. Harry Rogers, prel:ldent of the well as the debaters take part
. became orgamst at t~e Church of, tion with a number of colleges and Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute said, Formal rebuttals and the usual de~
the Redeemer at Morristown, New is ending its trip at Bard.
"Naturally fr~ternities such as at cision is eliminated.
Jersey. Mr. Hallstrom ~as also do~e
D lt
McBee vice-president of Dartmouth, wlth 75 members, fewer
By this style of debate it is exresearch work in the fwld of mUSlC
a on
.'
.
than 20 of whom are living in the. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
at the Curtis Institute in Philadel- the Forum .wlll p.reslde at the con(Contlnued on Page Two)
h'
ference WhICh WIll be held in the chapter house, cannot be successful.
o
p lao
Albee recreation room from four
"The aims of the fraternity are to
is in the compos- o'clock on. All students and faculty develop personality and character
Decides To Continue Con- ingHisof specialty
church .muslc, and in the members of the college community through warmth of close personal
he has written several h~mns who are interested in the co-opera- companionship. I doubt whether
test Longer; Hopes For past
and other types of sacred mUSIC.
tive store problem will have the op- the freshmen know the seniors of
While at the college, Mr. Halls- portunity of exchanging their ideas their house at Dartmouth."
More Entries
trom will be acting organist and with the visitors. The meeting will
A. Blair Knapp, director of men's
At a recent meeting, the Student choir master. He will also have j.be an open one and anyone wishing affairs at Syracuse University, statcharge
of
the
Music
1,
2
classes.
to
attend
may
do
so.
Council appo:nted a committee of
ed that the issue was whether or
Recently dug out of their oblivion
faculty and students to handle the
not the fraternity is performing its in the . physics laboratory where
song contest for a new alma mater.
main function, helping the student· they had lain forgotten for several
The committee was chosen lrom
to get a "well-rounded education." 'years, a number of bronze coins,
those students and faculty engaged
He said that the chapters in Syra- thought to be of an ancient era,
in the fields of English and music.
have become the subjects of an ex(Continued on Page Six)
It consists of the following: Revperiment. During the Field Period,
----01---erendYates, Mr. George Genzmer,
Mr. John Schultz, under the dlrecDr. Abbot Smith, Mr. Eric Clark,
':ion of Mr. Hughes, plans to restore
Mr. Richard Rovere, Mr. Jack
3ight of the pieces. The procedure
Honey, Mr. William Rand, and Mr.
·lsed will oe similar to that developElias Dan. Mr. Honey was appoint3d by ,Professor Fink · of Columbia
ed chairman.
University, who has been extremely
Meeting Held
,uccessful with restoration work :
So far there has been only one
The twelfth annual convention of founded at Princeton University,
Robert Jacobs, under the direction for the Metropolitan Museum of
entry to the song contest. The com- the National Student Federation of has grown to include well over 100 of Mr. Henry Billings of the Art Art in New York. The coins will be
mittee met Tuesday to decide America will be held in New York student
councils
in
colleges Department, is engaged in painting placed in a weak solution of sodium
whether or not this entry met all
throughout the country. The Student a mural over the art studio in hydroxide and a continuous electric
the requirements and would be sat- City from December 28, to January Council is the unit of membership Orient Hall. At the present time, current will be passed through them
isfactory both in the words and 1, 1937.
are cho- Mr. Jacobs has not done much be- for several months.
The announcement released by and delegates and otficers
music. After a tryout, it was decidThat the coins have an historicar
sen th. ro~g h COur~CI·1 reprsen t a t'I<?n. yond making the sketches, which
ed to send the entry oack to the the organization's headquarters in Of
chlef mterest m the recent hlS- . are in the final stages of comple- value is attested oy the fact that
New
York
announced
that
the
composers with suggestions for imtory of the N. S. F. A: is the en-I tion, although the ~caf!ol~ing for one bears the partially legible inproving It in both the above aspects. theme of the convention will be dorsement of the A~erIcan youth the project has been .E\rected, so that scription, "Hadrianw'J," which, if ·
The committee further decided to the relationship between the stu- Act by th~ Kansas CIty Congr~ss. of the actual worl. of painting might authentic would date the coins to ·
continue the contest for an indef- dent and democrac) . This they 1935 and ltS subsequent repudiatIon begin very shortly.
a.bout two hundred years after the:
inite period of time. as it realizes claim is a reflection of student by ex-President Thomas Fair N e - .
death of Christ. However, not ·
that most of the students have been thought throughout the past year blett and ArthUr Northwood, Jr., . The. subJect of the .mural has as 'Dany of the coins can be decipher- ·
rushed in the last few weeks and I and for that reas?n it has been ad- the present of ficeholder. Delegates l~S phllosophy a~ a~tl-war .concep- ".:! d, due to a heavy crust which time
conseCJ.uentIy have not h ad time opte? as ~he ma~n .probl~m under to the 1936 Con~ress will discuss the bon. The central flg~re wlll be a has placed on them, and some few
to engage iIi a project of this sort. conslde~atlOn: Withm thIS fram~- Youth Act, a pr ogmm for employ- student, presuma?ly wlth no kno~l- are indistinguishable from stones.'
If the present entry comes back work diSCUSSions and sp~eches WIll ment of youth ·from 16 to 25 de- edge of the outSIde world, b.en:I mg · The college received the collection
to the committee in a revised form center around such problems as signed to replace the present Na- over.a book, .l;l.!ld encased :wlthu~ a some time ago from a Red Hook
and proves satisfactory. it might be . S~ud e nt
Government,
St~dent tional youth Administration
and bell Jar. Entlrely unknown to hlm, donator, but it was only recently
accePte.d, thereby bringing the con- ,' RIghts, Honor Syste~s,. the PrImary thus more effectively cope with the a large war tank is about to come that their existence was recalled.
test to an end. In any event, it will Youth Proble~, Rellglon, the Un- general youth problem.
pon him and crush him out of ex- Photographs have been made before
remain open till the beginning of dergraduate Cltizen, Graduates and
Speakers at the congress will in- lstence.
j the
restoration was u:J.dertaken,
next- .semester in the hope that the I Citizenship, Military ~rogram?f the elUde such notables as Mayor FiorWhen it is completed, it will be and it is hoped that considerable.
reading period might produce some government and Forelgn Aff81rs.
the first mural painting ever to be progress will be made during the
results.
The National Student Federation,
': (Continued ·· on Page. Six)
done at Bard.
.
. coining Field Period.

HALLSTROM TO
REPLACE WHITE

INTERFRATERNITY
C0NGRESS HELD

COLGATE FORUM
ARRIVES TODAY
I

I

I

COMMITTEE MEETS
ON SONG CONTEST

OLD COINS FOUND
IN PHYSICS LAB.

NSFA Conclave in New York

During Christmas Vacation

Convention Discussion Will Center On Students,
Democracy And American Youth Act

R. JACOBS WILL PAINT
ANTI-WAR MURAL ON
WALL OF ART STUDIO

:r

I

2

THE BARDIAN

STUDENTS EXHIBIT

VARSITY DEBATERS
ON SOUTHE,RN TOUR

SEMESTER'S WORK

__
ICOnttnu_e-j' I"r-o-m-p-_a_ge One)
__ _
,
,,

IN ORIENT HALL

Fo_rum_T_our
I

__

THE SKETCH BOOK SKETCHED

pected that a fuller and more serious discussion can be started, and

A Review

I
I

Schedule of the Forum varsity
team debating tour for the winter reading pe!"iod:
Howard University--January 11
University of Virginia-.January 15
Emory and Henry College--

DR. J. T. BAKER

It is a pleasure to find the fine Peabody share a common weakness
promise of the first Sketch Book so but enjoy ll1dividual merits. They
more satisfactory conclusions reachsatisfactorily kept in the second. are alike in not imperfectly dised. In the formal debate, it is said
Luck or the enthusiasm of a nevI pelling the discomforting notion
A REVIEW
Venture might produce a lite~.arv, that their authors have only parfrankness and informality is often
Janua!"y 16 journal once, but only judgment and t'Ia II y an d at some distance been
The Art department is indeed to
sacrificed for the sake of victory. .
be congratulated on the Exhibition
Brevard College--January 18 ' hard work can do it twice. The cur- acquainted with the incidents and
Formal Debat,e
University of Alabamarent Sketch Book succeeds in con- emotions reported by their characnow hung in Orient Gallery. The
January 2:)
solidating itself as a place for the Lers. However, Abstract Painting
work as a whole is obviously that
The American or formal style of
University of !<'loridadi,P.'nified and hOnf~"t statement of shows considerable imaginative felof persons trying to accomplish a, debate will be used in the meet with
January 22
undergraduate critical and imag- icity and a pleasing range of metadefinite end in their medium-rath- the University of Georgia. The de- '
inative and critical opinion. Its edi' _ phor. Mr. Roche writes a very short
Rollins
College-January
23
tors
have sought and achieved a s h or t s t ory WI'th goo d technical
er than a student performance. bate will be judged by a board of
Mercer University- January 25
gratifying variety and balance of ease and a commendable clarity of
There are few mere 'studies' the three prominent Athens business
University of Georgiasubject, and its contributors show expression, while Metanwrphosis, as
bulk of the show being work that is men and will be held in the UniverJanuary 26
talent.
its title implies is an account of a
presented as complete.
sity Chapel in formal dress.
University of South Carolina-~
I' F 00 t no t es t 0 Social Rea,lity (Don- change
rather surprising and speedy
of character with an ending
Watercolors form the largest A community forum discussion'
January 27
aId O. Platt) is a sincere, rationallv
·
't
J
tempered
exp'"e,s·sI·on
of
fal·th
t'lla't
that
is
inevitable
and exciting.
group-and are characterized by a with the University of Florida is
D u k e U mverSI y- -.
anuary 28
•,
Of particular value both for its
Wake Forest College-.the aims of Christianity are more style and content is
strong feeling for design. It gives planned on the question of miniJanuary 29
fine than antagonistic to politicoTerritorialisrn. It is in the trathe visitor a pleasant sense of be- mum wages and maximum hours.
: economic beliefs as different even dition of the good writing that we.
ing part of the Exhibition to recogThe last debate scheduled at the • North Carolina StateJanuary 29 as Communism, fascism, and cap- find in our American naturalists
nize bits of the local scene. Messrs present will be with Rutgers Uniitalism since the other worldliness and Mr. McBride , exarqines an in:
Black Mountain College- '
of the Christian cannot be touched
Bevans and Sanville tie for the hon- versity. Possibly one further meet
January 33
by the mundane. But though MI". teresting problem in an interesting
ors in this group, with works rep- wI'1l be arranged wI'th Columbl'a Col occasl'ona1ly
does h eof
Rutgers UniversityPlatt insists that man's soul and way . Only
1
,
•
resenting quite divers3 handling. lege in New York.
F b
his purse are more dl'fferent than fend with an unnecessarily technie ruary 3
cal phrase. It is very much to be
lI""r. Bevans' 'Kingston vVaterfront'
Th e actIVIties
..
nevertheles
.
.IV.,
of the Bard tean
Bard debates affirmative or , at odds,
,
' os. h e wou Id Inhoped that the editors will continue
is fresh transparent color, marvel- will not be entirely devoted to argunegative on topics:
sist that it is the duty of the Chris- to find contributions of this kind.
ouslyeffective shadows, and water mentation.
"Resolved, that Congress shall
tian to contribute practically and
To my colleagues in criticism, rethat is actually wet. Mr. Sanville's
be empowered to fix minimum
theoretically to a solution of social viewing under Caveat Emptor I ofMessrs. Koenig and McBee, as
d
problems. The nature of his contri- f
.
t 1 .
work is a little more stylized, treatwages an maximum hours for
bution is vague large~y bec~use terms' er my SIncere con~ra u ~~I~ns.
'ng the color rather in the manner members of the Forum Educationa"
industry," and
like Catholic Chris'ian and Church They. do not o.nly WrIte crItICIsm
l
'tt
·11 .
t' t h
.
"R
I d h
. '
~,
:
that IS really Judgment but most
of oils-the feeling of tempera in- C ommI.:e WI mves ~ga e t e varleso ve ,t at all e'ectric util~re Imperfectly defmed ana histor- important of all write criticism that
ous pohCles of educatlOn of the colities should be own€d and conIcally confused.
informs the reader's what th'e aut wa t ercoIor. H e
stead 0 f t ransparen
. . . they wIll
..
.
trolled by the gover· nment ."
.
.
leges and umversities
VISIt.
The poe~ by Mr. LaBelle and the thor or playwright has done. This is
has a feelmg for deSIgn that would, They will stop at Black Mountain
short stories by Mr. Roche and Mr. ,almost as rare as it is valuable.
make his work outstanding even if College for a day to study the pro- 'world: Mr. Sherwood ""ashburn
~--he did not have a strong color sense. gram there, and at Duke University Harvard Graduate in Anthropology,
tion, and is a member of the Town
.
ff
they plan to have a round-table dis- :md .Sh.eldon. Traveling Fellow who
Hall Club and the Rotary Club of
Messrs. BartIett an d Ch apm 0 er cussion on cooperative s:ores. They speClahzes In the study of primates;
N ew Y or.
k
another good contrast. The first will also study the program of edu- and Mr. Harold Coolidge, leader of
---_
With the last· formal gesture of
dealing in fairly tight color and a cation at Rollins College in Florida, . the party and Assis~ant Curator of
(ContInued I"rom Page One)
the Boar's Head Dinner, Bard Colstyle close to representation, while
Members of the team, when they , Mam~als at the Museum of Comlege is sending forth its sons into
Mr. Chapin uses freer design and are in Tennessee, will inspect the parative Zoology.
O'Hara, known as a composer, a the reality of the world and emtexture to produce his effects, T.V.A: projects and the Share Crop
A base camp will be established I speaker, and a raconteur, who has ployment. Winter Field and ReadFarmmg Plan.
at Chiengmae in northern Siam to selected from his choice of many ing Period promises to produce inPeter-Paul Muller has a 'Red Barn' , Th'IS d e b a t'mg trIp
' IS
. th e secon d s t u d y th e A'
and valuable
results, what
siat·Ie ant h ropoids, par- titles
the topic "The Fun
d teresting
'th d
d
done in poster style, and a 'Water- sponsored .by th~ Forum in the two , ticula;ly. t!_<l gibbon. Mrs. <?arpen- Philo'sophy of Mu'SIC." Mr. O'Ha;:.a ~~mpli:~n::::~ale~::s~~~~~~ t~:r~
front Scene' showing sensibve re- years of ItS. eXistence. Last yea!' ter WIll Jom the party here m JUly. is best known by his still popular City, English students doing reflections in the color-and a good Messrs. Koemg, M~Bee! and ~remer
In May, one section of the ExpedI- ! war song, "K-K-Katy" and the search on a well-known critic's
feeling for the subject as a whole. toured Pennsylvama ~IScusSmg the tion will leave for North Borneo to' more classical composition, "There book, debators touring the south,
Mr. Jordy in 'Carnival' has produc- Supreme Court qUestlOn..
work on orang-outans and gibbons. is no D e a t h . " .
and biologists researching in the
ed a watercolor that might well be
Plan Northern Tnp
In early July, the rest of the ExHe su.cceeded Mr. VlCtor Herbert laboratories of Syracuse Umversity.
A spring debating trip through p~dition, including Dr. Carpenter, as preSIdent of the Song Writers The Boar's Head Dinner bi<1S farea study for a mural. The splendid Massachusetts is planned by the Will move on to the National Park Soc~ety of New York, was appoint- well to academic scholarship and
central figure and the fine distor- Forum next semester A team prob- at Atjeh in Sumatra under control e? Inst~uctor in Native Indian Mu-I greets, instead, a brief holiday and
tions make it a work of power and ably made up of the Messrs. Koenig. of the Neth.erlands. Dr. and M~s. SIC durmg the Wilson administra- individual projects.
a.
McBee and Cremer will debate Am- Carpenter
WIll d
maket
the return trIp ..... ++++++++++.+++++<.+++++++ ........ ++++++ ........' .......'+++h
th E
ide '"
To say that Mr. Hare's photogra- herst College. Wellesler College, on
europa an s op at Genoa
and Harvard University.
and Cherbourg on the way.
phy is of professional grade is to
Debates on the Bard campus have
Dr. Carpenter is enabled to partlgive him but faint praise. It is been arranged thus far with Col- cipate ~n the Expe.dition ?ecause of
about as fine a use of the lens as umbia College, Duke University. and a speCIal. grant gIven hIm by. the,
this reviewer has seen. Mr. Schultz Allegheny College.
SOClal ~Clence. Res.earch ~oul!cIl of
PRESSING AND REPAIRING
. I
. ColumbIa Umverslty. ThIS IS the
also has some excellent work-hIS
0
first grant that Bard College has
Tri-Weekly Service-Monday, Wednesday, Friday
interest being design. There is in
ever received from the University.
no sense a comparison to be drawn
It was granted because of the imBeckwitb Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
between the w~rk of these two men I
•
portanc~ of the Expedition, which

SE'MESTER CLOSES
WITH BOAR'S HEAD

Quality Cleaning And Dyeing

I

DR CARPENTER
th~ LEAVES FOR SlAM ~u~=t:~r~n~t~~~~fe~~;h~~ie~~~e~

Bard's Oldest Cleaner
for one uses a small ,camera and
,
:
other the large p ate style. Mr.
In Dr. Carpenter's absence, Dr.'
Schultz is to be thanked for mountMestre from Yale (whose special
Campus Agent-JOHN SINGER
ing the small original print along I
Ray C~rpenter .lIaS left on a field is physical-psychology) will
S H ff
with the enlargement.
, nme months sabbatIcal to study head the psycho:ogy department.
\
•
0
Inan 6
There are but two students pre- ~~:::~t::. in northern Siam and
•• • •• •• •
,.- '+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++..........+++++.............

I

.or.

senting oils. Mr. Hatfield shows a
He will travel westward across
marine near abstraction which has the United States by train and will
a fine sense of color balance - in visit Stanford University and Tacowhich he includes the frame . Mr.' ma, Washington before sett:ng sail
K't I
t b
. t
t for Bangkok, Siam on January,·
rI. z er seem~ 0
e ~~re m e~es - ninth. His port of departure will be
ed m the detalls of hIS PortraIt of Vancouver, B. C., with the rest of
Babe' and the 'Birds' than in pro- the expedition. The party will visit
ducing a painting per se.
Japan, Hongkong, and Singapore
Drawing and Sculpture are the on the way.
I
remaining offerings. Mr. Zellweger
The personnel of the expedition I
has a sketch for an 'Anti-War includes: Dr. Adolph Shuh:z, AssoMural' in which he is concerned ciate Professor of Physical Anthrowith presenting the idea through pology at Johns Hopkins University
. who is recognized as one of the
(Continued on Pago Six)
Ileading primate morphologists in
...
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and

DANCE

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Faithful Servants to Bardians

Campus Representative
JOHN SINGER
S. Hoffman 6

Ii Nati!~~ank Ii
I
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RED HOOK, N. Y.
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I
I

See you at
the
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TH:~r nARD1AN .

FACULTY NEWS

3

I Sculptors, and Engravers; and is I that "Escape From Grory" will be places as Victoria Falls and the
. represented in many notable art I trouped through Dutchess County Kruger National Park.

~-----.: collections throughout the U?ited
The faculty too. have reading States, among them the "\Vhltney
period projects!
Museum in New York City. He has
Dr. and Mrs. Edwards will vaca- studied in !<'rance and Germany,
tion in Florida, where Dr. Edwards and is widely known as an authorclaims he will spend most of his ity on art m~dia, and materials. Untime swimming, his favorite sport, d,er the ~uspICes of the Rockerfeller
D:·. Davidson will travel through FoundatIOn he recently made a'
Virginia and Tennessee to visit a ?omplet;- survey of methods and art
number' of friends which he has in InstructIOn both h~r:.e and abroad.
colleges in these two states. InDr. Summers WIll carryon redirectly this will be a valuable ex- search in the Harvard laboratories;
perience, for as he says, "Since Dr. Obreshkove at Syracuse. Mr.
these colleges will be in session I Genzmer and Mr. Voorhees will
can study their teaching methods." spend the month reading and writDr. and Frances Upton will also ing. Mr. Qualey will be in New
Cl·ty workI"ng
on hI'S ,
boolr on
YOI'k i
be in Virginia for a few weeks v
s iting relatives. Dr. Carpenter left Norwegian immigration to the UnitDecember eighteenth for Siam to ed States which will be published
tl
h b
t·
h b er
t'
th'
.
b '
·
stu d y evo1U t IOn lroug 0 serva IOn thee N
OlerVv,:eSg'l.saonm_Aemimerel'canISLSPeralgnuge. y
of the gibbon. Dr. and Mrs. Smith
v
.
will sail January ninth for Africa
Mr. Bassage will also be in New
via South American seaports. Mr. York City directing the activities of
and Mrs. Williams are coming back eleven boys in visiting rehearsals of
to College in February loaded with Broadway productions, look i n g
sketches from Mexico and the Cen- backstage, "shaking hands with Lee
tral American countries.
Shubert," examining theatrical supMr. Fite will spend the field ply houses and scenic studios, and
pieriod at Woodstock working at perhaps working on a production at
life <lrawing under Konrad Cramer. Columbia University under the diMr, Cramer is a member of the I rection of Milton Smith of Earl Hall
American Soc i e t y of Painters, fame. There is a slight possibility

under the auspice~ ?f the
gency Peace ASSOCIatIOn.

~mer-

On April twenty-fifth Dr~ and
'Mrs. Smith will leave Natal-Durkin
----0----on a ship of the Union Castle Line
and proceed up the western coast
of Africa to the Arabic Aden. Enroute they will touch Lourenco,
Marques, Beira, Mozambique, Port
Amelia, Dare-esSalaam, Zanzibar,
Tanga, and Mombama, From Aden
they will go through the Suez
Canal to Marseilles. From nere on
plans are indefinite, but probably
Dr. and Mrs. Smith are leaving will include visits to Italy, Palesfrom New York on January seventh tine and Cairo "depending on
on the Franconia of the Cunard wh~re the war br~aks out."
,
.
.
Line for a nine months vacatIOn
The.y plan to leave.G asgow about
which will take them to South Am- t?e f.lrst of August m order t~ arerica, Africa, Asia and Europe. rIve m the States about the mIddle
of the month. The rest of the sumThey will travel on the Franconia mer will be spent in Maine.
h
h C
T
d
until t ey reac
ape own, an
Pl'. Smith says that the. voyage
will stop at Trinidad, Bahia, Rio de wIll be one of pure vacatIon and
Janeiro, and St. Helena on the way. that he will travel as a "Thomas
They will spend about four Cook to.urist." ~e claim~ that he
has no mterest many kmd of remonths in South Africa, much of search.
the time at Johannesburg in TransDuring his absence MI'. Qualey
vaal which is Mrs. Smith's home. will take over his history courses;
\iVhile there, they plan to make ex- except for the course in English
tensive automobile trips through- History which will be given by Dr.
out South Africa, and visit such Hirsch.

SMITHS TO SAIL
ON AFRICAN TRIP

BACH ORATORIO
GIVEN IN CHAPEL
Last Sunday evening the Bach
Christmas Oratorio (Parts I and ID
was performed by the choral society, the choir, the augmented 01'chestra, and soloists of Bard College. The work was done under the
very able direction of Ernest White"
Bard is fortunate in having an
organization capable of performing
a work of such magnitude. The production was marked by the spirit
. so 0 ft en
an d coopera t'IOn th a t IS
lacking among non-professionals.
The solo parts were sung by Miss
Lilliebelle Barton, soprano, Miss
Evelyn Swenson, contralto, Mr. Edward Fuller, tenor, and Mr. Seymour Liebermann, bass-baritone.
It was refreshing to hear this
great work performed WIth the
vitality and understanding which
befits the Christmas season.
Between parts one and two Mr.
White, accompan'ed by the orchestra, played the Handel Organ
Concerto No.5 in F major.
-G. L. R.
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Even After Midnight
-A CLEAN TASTE

- It's a Liqht Smoke!

h
'vebeen smoking
oft midnight,
Thoug you
them from morn I
ou'll find that luckies leove
Y
t
a dear throat.
a clean tas e .•.
They're a light Smoke.

For a Clear Throat
After a Late Party
The cigarette that leaves your throat free and
clear on party nights will also leave it free and
clear every night. So, whether it's a "big date"
or "early to bed," protect the delicate membranes of your throat! Reach for a light smoke
-a Lucky. You'll get the finest tobacco money
can buy - but free of certain irritants nature
conceals in even the most perfect specimen of
raw tobacco. Remember, these irritants are
OUT of your Lucky Strike. "Toasting" takes
them out. A light smoke gives your taste a
thrill \. . . and gives your throat protection!

* * NEWS FLASH! * *
Memphis Columnist Prints Weekly Forecast
for JlSweepstakes"
Harry Martin, well-known Memphis columnist, has added a special
feature to his column. Each week
he predicts the winners in Your
lucky Strike "Sweepstakes"-and
so far he's been right one time in
three. "I'll take a small pat on the
back for that .333 batting average"
says Mr. Martin-and we're ready
to give it to him. Congratulations.
Mr. Martin.
Have ~enteted yet? Have you
won your delicious lucky Strikes?
There's music on the air. Tune in
.. Your Hit Parade" - Wednesday
andSaturdayevenings.listen,judge
and compare the tunes- then try
Your lucky Strike "Sweepstakes."
And ifyou're not already smoking
Luckies. buy a pack today and try
them. Maybe you've been nwsing
something.

OF RICH,
CowrIaht l11S6. 'l'hII Amer1CIW Tobacco

CGmpanJ

A
~BOOIEO ~ACCO

- "IT'S TOASTEO"
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convenient to write letters to the
editor of a paper. Yet this is the
I am particularly sorry if I appear to be disrupt- only way the editorial staff of the
ing the general "joyous" spirit of this issue of the i paper can learn the opinion of THE
Bardian by bringing in a rude, dissentmg voice. To BARDIAN'8 readers.
This column is reserved for pubme the season does not seem so joyous because every
trip to my mail box brings a flood of notices about lic communications. May we have
the oPportunity to use it more?
worksheets, term papers, library fines, compulsory,
-The Editor.
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Art Notes
For those students who may be
interested in catching up on their
acquaintance with modern art we'd
suggest the following:
An American Place-··Steiglitz is
presenting the work of hiS wife
Georgia O'Keefe. These paintings
are in her current idiom which is
surrealistic. Her color and form
are always interesting whether 01
not they convey and meaning. Good
Republicans will enjoy, If not the
paintings, Steiglitz's views on WPA
murals which he dubs "the rape of
the walls."

chapels, reading period reports and bills from the
Stone Jug, Ed Smith's Service Station, Mr. Chappell's To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
Emporium (stale buns for breakfast) and Mr. Stearn's
I submit herewith "Cabbages for
College Store. Then I know that when I go home I H.J.Z." or "A Review of A Review."
In a community with such a literwill have similar unpleasant duties, viz: Christmas
cards, and weary hours trying to decide between cop- ary and critical group as is evidenced by the "Sketch Book" should it
ies of Gone With the Wind or something really good not be possible to have some good
like The Best of Art Young. In fact to the best of criticisms or reviews of interesting
my knowledge, and I have consulted the local yuletide events on campus? Oh yes! There
Valentine Galleries -- Man Ray's
authorities, the joyous season is one tremendous bore were a couple of articles in the last drawings. These are largely dream
"Bardian" subtitled "A Review," as material which may be a cue to the
and all that one has to be joyful about is the passing if it were an afterthought or apol- psychologists. One famous one is
of the last remains of the hangover at about six p. m. ogy. Perhaps the captions were of a locomotive cracked up in CenSu bscription rates: $2.00 per year,' $1.25 per
on
January first. But there is even some dispute on thus augmented to aid the puzzled tral Park-it's done with a broken
semester.
reader in classifying the columns.
that score, for the W. C. T. U. has been discreetly in- If there were a pure literature act glass pen on green paper if tha
means anything.
forming the public that the joyous season will be as there is a pure food and drugs
doubly
joyous
if
no
one
partakes
of
joyous
spirits
and
law,
THE
BARDIAN
would
be
up
for
Museum of Modern Art-Fantas
THE FIELD PERIOD
hence eliminate the possibility of hangovers, the re- misrepresentation and betrayal of dtic Art, Dada and Surrealism. This
public confidences through the ap- show will be without doubt the most
thing that is outstanding in the winter field
lease from which I have maintained is productive of plication of untruthful labels.
talked of exhibition this winter
period is the diversity of projects planned by the
joy.
Nothing will be quite so acceptabie
I
will
concern
myself
chiefly
with
students.
the theatre review, although the for dinner table lJons mots as men
Well I started out by apologizing for being
To what degree these plans are actually completcriticism goes for both reviews. tion of Man Ray, Dali, or Putnam to
harsh and dissenting and as yet have done
They were only skeletons of a me- say nothing of collage, montage, rubed is difficult to say. The value of the period does
nothing but pass remarks on the general dull
diocre consideration of the subjects bish compositions and garbage caus
not lie entirely in the length and breadth of a writatmosphere that is Santa Claus, plum pudding,
they concerned, and were more in with meaning. Even if you don't
etc. The poInt of dissention deals with this
ten report. It is the experience of attempting and
the form of an outline or precis understand Surrealism---most people
Red Haok dole that is now under way, I supdoing a particular piece of work that one has not
writing than a finished article. The don't-the show should prove interpose it is a fine thing to help the local underI author
skipped nonchalantly and esting. Dadaism is post-war reacdone before that is significant in the program.
privileged by saying, "Here al'e some old
hurriedly through his task, vainly tion, artistic nihilism, where the obStudents whose activities during this period seem
clothes. The students over at Bard College
attempting to remain unbiased. ject is satire and ridicule. Surreal
can't use them any longer so we'll just turn
most fruitless may have derived the most from their
Perhaps it was because of space ism is an outgrowth of this dating
them
over
to
you.
And
here,
also,
is
some
experience.
limitations <I find that by putting from about 1926. It seeks to convey
money so you too can have some plum pud"Drew Downs Bard" in the uniform unconnected thoughts, dream and
The results of the winter program are purely
ding and maybe have enough left over for
Lim p i d
type, two square inches could have hallucination figures.
relative. The degree of effort put into a task counts
a pair of shoes for one of the kiddies." In
been saved) but even so, there is no watches, and unrecognizable shapes
respect to this kind of humanitarianism I am
more in an. individual's development than the actual
excuse. In such a case he should with queer titles such as "Mama,
inclined to agree with Dr. Landon. (By the
amount of work finished. This effort is the most
have approached uis subject differ- Papa is hurt now" characterize it.
way, what is he doing?) Dr. Landon quarrels
ently. Being chiefly for local peru- Fantastic Art is simpler of underdifficult criteria to evaluate.
!
with this sort of thing only when it is carsal, the second ana third paragraphs standing and goes back to early
Accomplishments wnich are but equal to the inried on by the government and that is premight have oeen omitted, allowing German-15th century - portrayals
dividual's existing abilities have little actual value.
cisely where I disagree with him. If helping
more space to Miss Hall's sustained of Hell. Psychology as well as art
the
poor
means
generous
handouts
to
the
It is only when the newness and difficulty of a partiemotion, Liebermann's characteri- students should find a fertile field
poor by people who have been appealed to on
zation, the implications of the story, for analysis.
cular task places the student under mental and phythe grounds that this is a cheap way of pur.and the fine points in the rest of
sical strain that he is really benefited. To do merely
Kleeman Galleries
t e m per a
chasing salve for the conscience, then it is
the cast's performances.
paintings by Sanford Ross. Guarwhat one has done before and can do again is of small
more than useless. We indulge in charity
The reviewer claims to have gone anteed as an antidote for all the
around Xmas time because that it is the time
value to the person. On the other hand, a failure to
, to the play on Thursday, though I above. Ross treats the American
to
indulge
in
charity.
If one fails to do this,
reach an ideal for which one has worked may be of
' could believe that the closest con- scene with this little used medium.
his soul will be tortured until next year when
tact he had with the production was His color is bright and cheerful and
the greatest help to the individual's complete growth.
the stocking is again passed by the home
a chat with some friend who went the paintings do not require intelIn the first case, the student has taken only his
town debutantes or Boy Scouts. But charity
to the show slightly high and slept lectual appreciation.
in the interim-well, perish the thought.
existing abilities and by appropriate jugglmg has
through the last half. I must, howmade an ordinary thing.
The New Yorker's "guide-aboutAfter all there are ways and decent, unhumii- ever, thank him for panning the
audience. May I here repeat a re- town" gives the addresses of these
In the second case, the individual has added to
iating ways in which these people can be taught to I mark that was overheard on the shows as well as information on
his abilities by new experience. . He has made them help themselves. One of them is organization. The
evening of our reviewer's lament- other current exhibitions.
fuller and more mature and the results of his work, poor in this neighborhood are not poor because they able encounter With the show?
* * *
whether completed or not, are of much pro founder
Stewart Williams has submitted
are incorrigible loafers or half-wits. They are pOOl' "You could hardly hear the audience
for the noise the actors made." A four water-colors to the National
and satisfactory consequence.
because of economic maladjustments inherent in the
Because of this nature of the winter field period, community life. If they could once feel their own responsive audience is extremely Water-Color Show. We wish him a
desirable, but for tragedy that re- kind jury and judicious hanging.
it is impossible to fix its exact place in the college
power through organization-farm and trade unions, sponse should be quiet respect.
curriculum. Its value, however, can already be appre-H. J. Z.
Each actor was allotted a sentunemployed councils, etc.--they would be able to
ciated. Along with the emphasis upon individual
.._----_.-._--force their way out of trouble without the help of ence or two by our impartial re- ----_.
viewer. Most of them were slightly
treatment of students and the excellent relationship
our castoffs and the money we're not going to spend truthful and recorded the fact that To the Editor of THE BARDlAN:
between the faculty and the under-graduate body, the
between now and the Boar's Head Dinner. This or- the person mentioned had appeared
The Bard Forum wishes to thank
field period is one of the more outstanding developganizational work would be a good deal more pro- on the stage, but two of them were both the Convocation and the Colments of this college. We trust that in this, its third
fitable leisure time activity for the future genera- entirely erroneous and inadequate. lege for their generous financial
He thought Miss Hall flat, but he
year, it will enjoy the greatest success.
tions of Bard men who will be appealed to for money was in the wrong dimension. She assistance. Without it this year's
Field Period program would be im······-·-··-·-0-------·-and clothing in order that the spirit of old Kris was infinitesimally deep. Beneath possible. Next year our program
Kringle shall seep even down to the lowest depths. [ her appearance of quiet grief surg- will again be built around the inREVISE STUDENT ORGANIZATION
ed turbulent streams of violent emo- terests of the college community.
I tion, definitely not false as one in- We are confident that due to the
Probably the best thing that has appeared
E cannot deny the invaluable assistance the factellectual has called them. And. this experience gained on our tour, we
in the Bardian this year is the letter by Theaulty has given certain organizations on campus.
~ame depth escaped our would-be shall be able to present debates of
trach in this issue. He does a swell job on the
The suggestions and criticisms made to the members
G. J. Nathan in another character. a better calibre in the futUre.
yes-and-then-again-no criticisms that appear
of the Forum, the Sketch Boo~ and THE BARDIAN by
Seymour Liebermann did a fine job
in these columns from time to time from
the faculty have been invaluable. However, the relaLOUIS KOENIG,
in creating a convincing Zeigher,
year to year. He probably speaks from the
tionship between the professors and the students has
President of the Bard Forum.
one of his best yet. If he had hidBard
Theatre's
viewpoint,
however,
and
thinks
been voluntary. It is based upon mutual interests and
den from his local acquaintances
that the review of "Escape from Glory" was
sympathies and is therefore frank and sincere in· its
behind a pound of grease paint and
in the wrong because it was so equivocal about
nature.
some crepe hair, he might have apthe production and acting of that play. There
The more active organizations on campus, howi pealed more to the less imaginative,
is a great deal of reason to suppose that
ever, are made up of, and administered, by students
but we liked him as he was. As tn ')
the production and acting were not the best
only. Their policies are not always in agreement with
curtain rolled down like a shower of
possible, but there is little area of contention
those of the Administration and they are free from
tears, I was immensely pleased with To the Editor of THE BARDlAt-;:
concerning the script. The script tugged at
faculty control. The relationship thr·.t exists between
the production and hoped it had
the heart strings; the script was heroically
Things we don't believe in before
the College and its undergraduate body arises from
driven home its great message.
anti-war, the script was deep, human, infingoing on our vacation.
membership in a single community with common
itely moving, but Lord, how boring! The stodgy
P. S. We do appreciate the selideals.
That McNaboe will condemn the
Britisher who wrote that play wrote like a
dom proferred recognition of the
The success or failure of the organizations lies
R. O. T. C.
cross between a sentimental old lady and a
technical work on the show.
squarely upon the student's shoulders. Responsibility
child squealing as the spinach was being ap-THEATRACH.
That South Hall still feels the
is born 'by the individuals interested.
plied. It was sentimental about the horrors
need of curtains.
of war, but it cancelled out its own usefulness
There is not a single person who has any responand realism with an ending that made one
sibility in Student Convocation. Four senior marshals
To the Editor of THE BARDlAN:
That meals will be better when
suspicious about the authors desire to finish
with little to. do but make announcements, a secrewe come back.
This
is
only
to
let
you
know
how
the thing up in a rush. Two hours of sordid
tary-treasurer who posts notices and signs purely
,delighted I was to see in THE
Middle-class English life with plenty of peoconventional and insignificant mimeographed checks,
That anybody understands how
BARDIAN the editorial dealing with zippers work.
ple saying, in effect, "war is cruel, bloody, and
and three group representatives grace a Student
our
library
and
the
problem
of
fines.
useless" is neither good propaganda nor good
Council. The rest of Convocation is made up of more
I wholeheartedly agree with every
That THE BARDlAN will digress
entertainment.
disinterested students.
sentence of that article and I con- from its yes, yes policy.
The entire complicated organization exists withAll these things sound pretty vicious; and it I gratulate you on the elegant manout policies or character. Its only function is to pass may be the worksheets and the irate professors and ner in which you have told the stuThat over-due books are ever reupon an annual budget. After that it has no further even more irate creditors, but ~ doubt it. False spir- dents the truth about carelessness turned.
excuse for continuing its existence.
ited charities and ineffective anti-war plays fall with library books.
That the Dean will spank us if we
THE BARDIAN favors complete revision of the stu- into the same categories. I suppose it would be adWith many thanks,
leave before Wednesday.
dent organization at Bard College. Once responsi- ding insult to injury to the theater and chariteers to
Sincerely yours,
bility is defimtely placed and common policies made say "Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year." J
That Fog is un-American.
-FELIX HIRSCH.
evident, the problem of student interest and coopera- suppose the appropriate greeting would be "Distinc- !
tion will settle itself.
tive Reading Period."
I December 10, 1936.
-STARS AND STRIPES.
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Tomorrow Night •..
BAR'DFIVE BOWS
TO COOPER UNION :~~~~\~~~m;g:t~dB~~~ ~:~ra~::a~
BY 23 -28 SCOR E ~~~em~~~t.~~~ fT~~IP~~o~~i~~r~~~~~

..

asion.
22-19
lead early
in the
finaldown
sesHowever,
Black
cut this
with a beautiful basket from midfloor after the tip-off. A minute

.

on Scott's free throw.

... the BanI basketball team engages General Seminary on the
latter's court at 175 Ninth Avenue, New York City. The game
begins a.1 8:30 P. 1\'I. and all
Bardians who live in or near t.he
City are urged to attend.

But th en

PAGE

This.. colwmn will feature, ,i n the
next publication, any letter s. SH!) ~
mitted dealing wit h a subject we
d eem -important: Should th e phrase
'!ntC1'!raternily' co·n tinue to classify
the relaNve phase of intT((,-mural
a.thletic8 "!

Cooper Umon, 28. .
The box-score :
COOP~R UNION ( 28)
Visitors Win In Last Minute
FG FP TP
Scott Stars
Our ABeD's
2
1
0
Shaffner, rf ...
0
0
0
Weinstein
A stands for All-American. Each
By JOlI N GOLDSMITH
Block ......... .
1
0
2
year professional sports writers and
0
0
0
A last minute spurt gave Cooper Long ......................
well-known coaches select many
2
1
4
Union's basketball team a hard Lang, If ............... .
different elevens, all supposed La
1
5
2
earned victory over the Bard qUin-1 Mahoney, c ............. .
On Tuesday . December eighth. :'epresent the all-American choice
2
1
5
tet on the latter's court by a 28-23 Adams, rg ....... .
4
2
10 ~he Sophomore t a sketeers put on a for each of the eleven positions on
score last Saturday evening.
Skorski, Ig ....... .
second half rallv to overcome the
In a game that was nip and tuck ,
Seniors by a 58-26 score. However, a football team. How important
11
6
28
all the way the Red and White
Totals
the count at the half time was close, these super-teams really are is
cagers yielded after leading by 16- '
BARD (23)
24-15 . .
proven by th e professional records.
11 at the intermission. Bard's secFG FP TP
The victors were led by S~ewar~
ond half slump was largely due to Filsinger, rf ...
1
0
2 who gathered twenty-two points; Very few all-Americans make good
many missed foul shots. 'With the Burnett .................
2
4
0
Merscher scored twenty points on as pros. While the college press dehome team leading by 23-22 and Hernck, 1f
0
0
0
ten goals from the field. and Ficker partments are busy boosting their
about three minutes to go, Langi, Scott, c
4
3
11
::ollected fourteen. For the losers . g r a d's delight, the scouts of the provisiting forward , sank a long shot Testi, rg
1
0
2
Jacoby mad e eight points and fessior;al elevens are searching the
from mid-floor that gave Cooper Pickard, 19 .
2
0
4
Smythe, eighteen .
Union the game. Baskets by Adams
ranks of obscure teams that sponEach team played with four men
and Mahoney m erely served to inTotals
.. 10
23
3
and the victory ga ve the interclass sor unheard of but as equally good
crease the victor's lead in the closbasketball chnmpionship to the material as their big brothers. A
ing minutes.
lea ving the score knotted at 14 all Sophomores.
selector of an all-American team
Scott, Bard center, took scoring However, in the closing seconds of
The box-score :
cannot possibly see every player in
honors for the evening with four the second overtime period, Noe,
SOPHS (58)
the country perform, so that the
goals from the floor a~d three foul right forward fo1' the high school
shots for an eleven-pomt ~otal. He team, scored on a: field goal from
FG FP TP college press departments that gain
wa~ followed by Skorskl, Cooper the foul line to win the game fo c Merscher, rf .
10
0 2 ) the greatest publicity space in the
Umon left guard, who counted four I h ' t
Ficker;'If ' .......
6
2
14
times from the floor and twice from I IS earn.
Stuart, c
10
2 22 major 'dailies' of the nation, reprethe foul line for a ten-point total. ! For th~ I? s e r's,. Weissberger Barrow, g .
1
0
2 sent the schools from which the
With their zone defense working sta~red With elgh.t POl~tS and Goldselector must withdra,,,,' his final
to good effect, Bard went out to an smIth followed him : WIth four.
Totals
27
4 58 pickings.
8-7 lead at the end of the first quarThe box-score:
SENIORS (23)
Disregarding the fact that l.le allter. Opening the secoQd period,
BARD JAY-VEES (14)
FG FP TP
Adams scored from the foul line
·FG FP TP
American players may not be repJacoby,
rf
.
4
0
8
but Pickard ' came back for Bard Goldsmith, rf .
2
0
5
Chapelle, If
0
0
0 resentative of the nation, or may
with a nice set shot. Two foul shots Jakob, If ..
0
0
o Smythe,
8
2
18 not have the sort of skin you love
by Skorski and a shot by Mahoney Lambert :..............
0
0
o Terry, g c..
0
0
0 to touch, we feel that tne college
after a scramble under the basket Storer ....
..... ....... .................. 0
0
o
the score 16-11 at the intermission Weissberger, c ...
3
2 ' 8
community showed very poor taste
Totals
12
2
23
o
After Filsinger had scorea on a S~arp, rg
0 \ 0
by laughing at several of Parao
set shot, the visitors put on an I Nichols .......
0
0
2
score
in
the
first
half
may
be
blammount's
selections the other night.
eight-point spurt that put them Magee, I g 1
0
ahead. Skorski counted on a lay- ! ed on their attempts to bring the
'"
'"
*
Totals ......
2
up shot. He was followed by Lang
14 ball in, their later scores were alB represents our basketball team.
and Mahoney. The victor's star
CORNWALL H, S; (16)
most entirely long saots.
They lost to a taller Cooper Union
then climaxed the rally by sinking
FG FP TP
The
high
scorers
of
the
game
team last Saturday night after leadOlle from under the basket a fter ex- Noe, rf .
2
0
4
close in and Pickard once, making Swensen .
0
0
o were Waller, Brooklynite forward, ing throughout two-tnirds of the
hibiting some nice footwork.
Masten, If ........
................. 0
0
o who scored ten points, ZiHanti, their game, but this writer still contends
4 left guard, who scored 9; Pickara; that the contest should have gone
Two baskets by Scott gave Bard Weyant ............ .. .....................
1
2
______________ ._ _ Maroney, c . ...........................
1
0
2
1 and Scott led the home team with to Bard (sour grapes) . The Bard2 six apiece. On defense Pickard was ians missed twelve roul shots in fif3 easily the best man on the floor, teen attempts and this is very unI
16
breaking up the Poly's play under usual. The team as a whole averTotals .............................. ..
4
6
the basket with remarkable regu- ages eight conversions from the foul
----0---:arity besides doing his share on the marker out of every twelve attemptoffense. The roughness of the game ed during practice; five out of
The B a rd .Jay-Vees dropped the
was very tiring to the slighter Bard twelve would have bed the score.
first game of its s ch edu' e by a 16-14
boys but they fought on a level with H this is sour grapes there must he
score to Cornwall-on-Hudson High
the larger Brooklynites.
School on Saturday, December
a place for such fruit.
The fact that Poly defeated R.P.I.,
twelfth. However, two extra periods
Furthermore, this writer predicts
one of Bard's later opponents, 40-32, :hat you who are about to consume
were necessary before the latter
(Continl1ed From Page One)
J. few nights ago gives us good
broke a tie score.
:urkey at the Boar's Head Dinner
Both teams played good defensive field goal. Brooklyn scored one cirounds for hoping for a more suc- are very happy, due to the outcome
cessful
future.
Saturday
night
Bard
ball throughout, keeping the score more long shot and the game ended
of a certain game with Brooklyn
plays General Seminary in New Poly, among other things. If I
down to 7-4 at the half, at which
time, the J. V. cagers held the ad- 26-18.
York, and the test will probably 3hould fail in this prediction, .l still
vantage. At the end of the regular
Despite the superior h e i g h t come then to determine whether 'lave a fifty-fifty chance of breakplaying time the score was tied at Brooklyn was weak on play-up ~he greatly improved defense is a ing even as I give Bard one decisive
13-13 and the first overtime period shots under the basket chiefly be- permanent thing or not.
victory over General Seminary. The
each team scored one foul shot still
The box-score:
'atter's court is much longer than
gave Cooper Union an 11-10 lead. cause as a strong .Bard zone defense
ours and will give our boys a chance
BARD (8)
But Bard came back with three and the ' outstandmg guard play of
FG FP TP :0 spread out and show their speed.
baskets, Burnett scoring twice from Pickard and Testi. The low college
Filsinger, rf .
3
0
6 3iIl Nieman, '36, will be seen at
_'ight torward for G. S., Harry
aates ... ................... ....................... 0
0
0
Mason, '35, at left Iorward and
I Herrick ......... ..... H.... .............. 0
0
0
Burnett, If ............ ...... ........... 0
2
2 '1robably Mears, '35, at left guard.
CHRISTMAS DINNER
Scott, C...................... ............
:2
0
4 In the eight games play€d by Bard
last year, Nieman was high scorer
Testi,
rg
...
.
'
o
0
0
and
with 119 points.
Pickard, 19 ........................ .
1
4
6

SOPHS DEFEAT
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Total .......... ........................... 6
6
B.P.I. (26)
FG FP
\Valler, rf
6
0
Pitman, If
1
0
Benzer, c .
o 0
Luxton .....
1
1
Johnson, rg ..
o 0
Zillanti, Ig
4
1
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closing at six o'clock on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Thi ~ ruling makes
Vesper attendance much easier ·for
our athletes who once could be seen
scurrying from the Gym at about
six twenty-eight, pro'v iding of
course, that they were bound for
the Chapel. .
. .,

*

*

D spells defeat for Avery Brundage. His forces were recently beaten at the annual convention of the
A . A. U . in Houston, Texas. It all
goes to show that representatives to
at least one convention have minds
of their own.

However, Brundage was not a bad
President, and his successor will
soon secure the displeasure of some
future delegates, a s all presidents
do in the course of time. Mr. B.
advocated our pa rticipation in the
Berlin Olympiad without allowing
outside forces to regulate the actions of amateurs. Quite apparent
is the fact that he didn't give a first
thought to the wac-ring political
factions; he considered our participation as just another track meet.
Amateur sportsmen may indeed be
thankful that they were not dragged into that dirty game of Nationalism for if Brundag-e had given in,
our international status of sporting
relations would not exist today free
from political pressure.
The Jarrett Case? Brundage had
under his care 12:> pounds of dynamite and the dynamite exploded
where it did the least harm. Yes,
Judge Jeremiah T . Mahoney Will
have his troubles too.
Shots At Random
Not so long ago we predicted that
Pitt would go to the Rose Bowlwe still think she is the strongest
team in the East but she was beaten by Duquesne and tied by Fordham while neither Alabama or
Louisiana State lost a game; hence,
one of these teams should have been
asked, preferably L .S U .... Skating
is proving to be a p'easant pasttime
and will continue as such providing
a certain student does not insist in
applying his own ideas as against
the better judgment of Roger Merrill .. , The basketball team is due
to return a week early in January
to begin training for the Alumni
and Trinity games on the sixth and
ninth of February, respectively ...
Hope Farms has been added to the
Junior Varsity schedule and will
play here on February nineteenth
prior to the varsity game with New
Paltz ... A Junior Varsity game is
pending with Monroe High School
and will probably be played on February twenty-seventh at three thirty ... FLASH : the AJumni Banquet
has been postponed from Thursday
to Saturday of this week so tnat the
grads can taxi over to t,Je General
Seminary game after the repast ...
We will not be surprised if there is
quite a celebration follow.ng the
contest . . . On December seventh
the Eulexians defeated the Faculty
in bowling by a total pnfaH of 11011065 . . . The Sophomores won the
interclass basketball championship
on December eight when they
slaughtered the Seniors-they now
have a total of fifteen points and a
secure hold on the Athletic Banner.
... This column gives a large bou'quet of dead violets to M . Axtell for
his refereeing the other night and
one decided request for the return
of Sid Silvernail who has always
done a satisfactory job without losing his temper . . . The final grind
* '" '"
C stands for Chapel. Due to ·a is over, the last papers and work
18
decision of the Faculty, the Gym sheets have been handed in so
has, for the past two weeks, been that's all for now . . . Merry X~as.
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The student council of Bard
shoes in addition to numerous lish a uniform code of social pracCHARITY DIRIVE ENDS., Ilof
shirts, jackets, socks, ties, and other tices to be observed by all frater- College will be represented unofnity men.
ficially by Richard H. Rovere who
: RESULTS SUCCESSFUL accessories.
will sit in Congress sessions as an
observer and report to the student
INTERFRATERNITY
NSFA CONCLAVE IN
council on the possibiltles Qf afBrewster Terry, in charge- of the
charity drive has reported that the
CONGRESS
HELD
NEW
YORK
DURING
filiation.
collections have been very
fuI. Sixty dollars have been raised
CHRISTMAS VACATION S11JDENTS EXHIBIT
From Pllge One)
in cash which include private contributions as well as the sum raisSEMESTER'S WORK
(Continueu F"rom Pllge One)
ed by the soup dinners.
cuse were doing their duty in this
--------- - IN ORIENT HALL
ello La Guardia of New York City;
Most of the clothes that have been respect.
0--

I

~uccess-

{('ontl!1llPC1

given in are in very good condition.
In hopes that non-fraternity men
Among the collection are 10 full also would aim at better social
suits of clothes, about 25 pairs of standards, the social affairs roundslacks, 15 to 20 sweaters, 25 pairs table decided to prepare and pub-

detail to localize the work. Strength
is the important element. The outstanding offering in this -section Is
- - - 0 - -- - - however, his portrait of Mr. Cremer.
Mr: Lynde has a. horse head ,-' a
rhythmically designed unit with
subordinate detail. Messrs. Hol0-brook and Paget have bas reliefs.
I
A Nude Study-a fine ~culptures
que drawing by Mr. Jordy shows the
same force of idea that he exhibited
i~ his 'carnival'. Architectural de·
SIgnS by Messrs. LaBelle and Jones
! complete this secbon.
_Lewis Mumford. famed cr.tic; William Hinckley, Chairnlan of the
(Continued From Page Two)
The Drama department is repre.
- _..- - - - -.- - - sen ted by a setting for the dank
American Youth Congress and oth- .
mass and rhythm-with but enough play 'Rain' done by Mr. Hobbs.
ers.

I

Buddy,
I can't pay a higher compliment than that.
Girl or cigarette • •• when
I tumble that means I'm
for 'em.
Chesterfield's my cigarette.
And I'll tell all hands they've
got a hearty good taste that
makes a sailor happy. And
listen, they're milder.
. • • for the good things a
cigarette can give a sailor

}jeg, ~t4.~

!" . '

